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Press release on Transparency Discipline 

 
 
Maroussi, September 2014 Neurosoft S.A., a software house, listed on AIM Italia market 

(GRS802003004, Reuters NRST.MI, Bloomberg NRST:IM) for which Integrae SIM is Nominated Adviser, 
announces according to the Transparency Discipline, changes in major share holdings reported by its 
substantial shareholders. 
 
According to information given as of today to the company, the significant and substantial shareholders 
of Neurosoft SA are as follows:  

 
Declarer No of Neurosoft Shares Substantial participation 

*OPAP INTERNATIONAL LIMITED 6.354.173 25,417% 

MINTERALO LIMITED 5.325.000 21,3% 

GTECH SPA 4.145.827 16,583% 

MAVROEIDIS ANGELOPOULOS 

Chairman 

3.758.327 15,033% 

 NIKOLAOS VASILONIKOLIDAKIS 

CEO 

947.819 3,791% 

*OPAP CYPRUS LIMITED 1.145.827 4,583% 

GEORGIOS MANIOUDAKIS 

Vice Chairman 

747.500 2,99% 

 
*OPAP in total holds 30% stake in the company 

 

As of today Integrae SIM S.p.A is Neurosoft’s Nominated Adviser and Specialist in the AIM Italia market.  

******************** 

http://www.borsaitaliana.it/borsa/quotazioni/azioni/scheda.html?isin=GRS802003004&lang=it
http://borsaitaliana.it.reuters.com/investing/stocks/quote?symbol=NRST.MI
http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/quote?ticker=NRST%3AIM


Neurosoft S.A., a Greek company listed on the AIM Italia market, organised and managed by the Italian Stock 

Exchange (ISIN GRS802003004,  Reuters NRST.MI, Bloomberg NRST:IM), today is a software provider supplying 

solutions that optimize business and operational processes with a view to maximize customer profitability.  

Neurosoft’s innovative integrated software systems in factoring, sports betting, business intelligence, liability 

management, transactional systems, and the implementation of mission critical applications have provided tools to 

financial institutions, stock exchanges, telecom companies and sports betting operators to increase operating 

efficiencies, act on well-depicted real-time risk and liability analysis, and increase revenues and bottom line 

capitalizing on sophisticated predictive analytics.  Neurosoft was founded in 1994 and became the first company to 

be floated in the AIM Italia market of the Milan Stock Exchange in 2009.  Based in Athens, Neurosoft has a 

multinational presence in Romania, Albania, Serbia, Bulgaria, Cyprus and Dubai. As of today Integrae SIM S.p.A is 

Neurosoft’s Nominated Adviser and Specialist for the AIM Italia market. 

 

 

Neurosoft SA:  ir@neurosft.gr  

Nominated Adviser Integrae Sim SpA: Luca DiLiddo luca.diliddo@integrae.it , Luigi Giannotta luigi.giannotta@integrae.it 
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